CUMULUS DESIGN EDUCATION DAY

Call for the 1st Cumulus Design Education Day
aligned with the upgrading of Kyoto Design Declaration.

A Signature Event.

We are together under our Cumulus umbrella, the only true global community unleashing all barriers, celebrating, and drumming education and research in all our disciplines to impact by aligning with other stakeholders, individuals, and institutions for the planet. The day is a spark to strengthen economic, social, cultural, and environmental development by Cumulusians around the world.

By organizing annually, the Global Design Education Day harnesses the excellence of the creativity and innovation of the youth with the input of the knowledge of the academics and staff. This is not a one-time celebration. It is the planetary icon and inspires people enjoying and valuing what our disciplines can do, aligned with what Cumulus was founded for, sharing knowledge and best practices.
Call for Members. The 1st Cumulus Design Education Day.
And much more in 2024. Kyoto Design Declaration.
A Signature Event.

Cumulus calls for our members to apply to organize Cumulus Design Education Day and now as first ever event to raise the awareness and impact of education and research in our disciplines. We ensure the planet can thrive.

Cumulus upgrades Kyoto Design Declaration signed in March 2008 in Kyoto Japan, that made us proud it was done in the same venue of Kyoto Protocol of 2000. We are responsible and want the new edition of this declaration helps all of us to accelerate its impact. This first day is a strong mechanism to punch Kyoto Design Declaration upgrading to take place in connecting its signing with the first ever Cumulus Design Education Day.

We welcome applications to host onsite, but as a hybrid event.

General

What is Cumulus Design Education Day

By getting together as an open-source program by the members, we truly signal and alarm all our disciplines do matter. The day functions as a mechanism to increase the impact of what we do by education and research, we unleash, we innovate by sharing knowledge.

The day does not only welcome us walk only the routes we are comfortable with on daily basis, but it also encourages us to fill in any blackholes on our map. We dare to challenge. We are created to solve. Together.

As an open program, Cumulus member institutions and Cumulusians encourage to organize during Cumulus Design Education Day as a hybrid event, filled in with program like workshopping, paneling, exhibiting and the imagination is the asset to go far beyond.

Our day is a positive bell ringing. The day helps to get deeper together with the others. We alarm.

The year 2024 is the launch of Cumulus Design Education Day connected with the upgrade of Kyoto Design Declaration as a signature event.

Whom is this event for?

Cumulus Design Education Day aims to welcome Cumulus members institutionally to organize a day as its signature event. The audience is students, academics and staff of the institution and we also embrace the world outside our own walls welcoming people from public, business, industry, and NPO/NGO to be empowered.

The 2024 Cumulus Design Education Day is the launch event also combining time for Kyoto Design Declaration as its unique part of this event. The Day will be continued as welcoming members all to flag each itself our excellence.
Theme?

The thematic is proposed by the organizer(s).

Time

Cumulus Design Education Day connected with Kyoto Design Declaration signing is welcomed to take place during 18 November until 18 December 2024 according to the availability of the host.

How and what do I organize?

The activity can be organized by one Cumulus member institution or together with a group of members. Hybridity is essential for the success. The proposal is yours.

Any guidelines?

An activity should increase awareness and support the implementation of the outcome by our disciplines. It can be a day as an event with a panel, workshopping, including exhibition, connected with a talk in radio, television, in a media and any equivalent. The event can be linked with something the member organizes anyway, but then carrying Cumulus Design Education Day adds value as a recognition. A Cumulus partner is welcomed to join the action with the member. Hybridity is a key for success.

Each activity is organized under the umbrella of Cumulus and carrying Cumulus visibility (logo etc.). Cumulus Executive Board CEB authorizes the organizer after its check-up with the bids.

The organizer will design and share information of the action with visual material for this unique moment and share it with Cumulus secretariat as defined by the secretariat before the due day of the event. And deliver a summary how the action went, any expected future outcome seen will be carried out as a report.

An agreement is to be signed in organizing this first Cumulus Design Education Day aligned with Kyoto Design Education upgrade.

The bid is binding.

Please note, each organizer waives all claims of liability against Cumulus, its employees, and representatives, for any personal injury or loss which may occur from the conduct of, or participation in, the program during the day. No responsibility is assumed by Cumulus for any injury and/or damage to other persons, property as a matter of liability, negligence, or otherwise recognized reason caused by the organizer or any third party participating in the program.
I want to organize. I have more questions. Who can I contact for more information?

For more information, please email contact@cumulusassociation.org

Invitation submission deadline is 15 April 2024.

The submission is to be sent via contact@cumulusassociation.org

Including:

a. A description with the title of the action, max 4000 words in English. (Both: Cumulus Design Education Day and signing event of the upgrade of Kyoto Design Declaration.)

b. Info on the organizer(s): Hosting university, team/organizing people; name, email, and phone.

c. Info on any partners and any sponsors

d. A description of any expected outcomes for Cumulus Design Education Day and an idea how the upgrade of Kyoto Design Declaration adds value.

Learn more about the Kyoto Design Declaration here.

Learn more about Cumulus Association here.